Architecture search is the process of automatically learning the neural model or cell structure that best suits the given task. Recently, this approach has shown promising performance improvements (on language modeling and image classification) with reasonable training speed, using a weight sharing strategy called Efficient Neural Architecture Search (ENAS). In our work, we first introduce a novel continual architecture search (CAS) approach, so as to continually evolve the model parameters during the sequential training of several tasks, without losing performance on previously learned tasks (via blocksparsity and orthogonality constraints), thus enabling life-long learning. Next, we explore a multi-task architecture search (MAS) approach over ENAS for finding a unified, single cell structure that performs well across multiple tasks (via joint controller rewards), and hence allows more generalizable transfer of the cell structure knowledge to an unseen new task. We empirically show the effectiveness of our sequential continual learning and parallel multi-task learning based architecture search approaches on diverse sentence-pair classification tasks (GLUE) and multimodal-generation based video captioning tasks. Further, we present several ablations and analyses on the learned cell structures. 1
Introduction
Architecture search enables automatic ways of finding the best model architecture and cell structures for the given task or dataset, as opposed to the traditional approach of manually choosing or tuning among different architecture choices, which introduces human inductive bias or is nonscalable. Recently, this idea has been successfully applied to the tasks of language modeling and image classification (Zoph and Le, 2017; Cai et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017 Liu et al., , 2018 . The first approach of architecture search involved an RNN controller which samples a model architecture and uses the validation performance of this architecture trained on the given dataset as feedback (or reward) to sample the next architecture. Some recent attempts have made architecture search more computationally feasible (Negrinho and Gordon, 2017; Baker et al., 2017) via treestructured search space or Q-learning with angreedy exploration, and further improvements via a weight-sharing strategy called Efficient Neural Architecture Search (ENAS) (Pham et al., 2018) .
In this work, we extend the architecture search approach to an important paradigm of transfer learning across multiple data sources: continual learning. The major problem in continual learning is catastrophic forgetting. For this, we introduce a novel 'continual architecture search' (CAS) approach, where the model parameters evolves and adapts when trained sequentially on a new task while maintaining the performance on the previously learned tasks. For enabling such continual learning, we formulate a two-step graphinitialization approach with conditions based on block sparsity and orthogonality. Another scenario of transfer learning or generalization that we explore is one in which we are given multiple tasks in parallel and have to learn a single cell that is good at all these tasks, and hence allows more generalizable transfer of the cell structure knowledge to a new unseen task. This is inspired by the traditional LSTM cell's reasonable performance across a wide variety of tasks, and hence we want to automatically search (learn) a better version of such a generalizable single cell structure, via multi-task architecture search (MAS). We achieve this by giving a joint reward from multiple tasks as feed-back to the controller. Hence, overall, we present two generalization approaches: CAS learns generalizable model parameters over sequential training of multiple tasks (continual learning), whereas MAS learns a generalizable cell structure which performs well across multiple tasks.
For empirical evaluation of our two approaches of continual and multi-task cell learning, we choose three domains of natural language inference (NLI) bi-text classification tasks from the GLUE benchmark : QNLI, RTE, and WNLI, and three domains of multimodal-generation based video captioning tasks: MSR-VTT (Xu et al., 2016) , MSVD (Chen and Dolan, 2011) , and DiDeMo (Hendricks et al., 2017) . Note that we are the first ones to use the architecture search approach for text classification tasks as well as multimodal conditionedgeneration tasks, which achieves improvements on the strong GLUE and video captioning baselines.
Next, for continual learning, we train the three tasks sequentially for both text classification and video captioning (through our continual architecture search method) and show that this approach tightly maintains the performance on the previously-learned domain (also verified via human evaluation), while also significantly maximizing the performance on the current domain, thus enabling life-long learning (Chen and Liu, 2016 ). For multi-task cell learning, we show that the cell structure learned by jointly training on the QNLI and WNLI tasks, performs significantly better on the RTE dataset than the individuallylearned cell structures. Similarly, we show that the cell structure learned from jointly training on the MSR-VTT and MSVD video captioning datasets performs better on the DiDeMo dataset than the individually-learned cell structures. Finally, we also present various analyses for the evolution of the learned cell structure in the continual learning approach, which preserves the properties of certain edges while creating new edges for new capabilities. For our multi-task learning approach, we observe that the joint-reward cell is relatively less complex than the individual-task cells in terms of the number of activation functions, which intuitively relates to better generalizability.
Related Work
Neural architecture search (NAS) has been recently introduced for automatic learning of the model structure for the given dataset/task (Zoph and Le, 2017; , and has shown good improvements on image classification and language modeling. NAS shares some similarity to program synthesis and inductive programming (Summers, 1986; Biermann, 1978) , and it has been successfully applied to some simple Q&A tasks (Liang et al., 2010; Neelakantan et al., 2015; Andreas et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2015) . NAS was made more computationally feasible via tree-structured search space or Q-learning with -greedy exploration strategy and experience replay (Negrinho and Gordon, 2017; Baker et al., 2017) , or a weight-sharing strategy among search space parameters called Efficient Neural Architecture Search (ENAS) (Pham et al., 2018) . We explore architecture search for text classification and video caption generation tasks and their integration to two transfer learning paradigms of continual learning and multi-task learning.
The major problem in continual learning is catastrophic forgetting. Some approaches addressed this by adding regularization to penalize functional or shared parameters' change and learning rates (Razavian et al., 2014; Li and Hoiem, 2017; Hinton et al., 2015; Jung et al., 2016; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Donahue et al., 2014; Yosinski et al., 2014) . Others proposed copying the previous task and augmenting with new task's features (Rusu et al., 2016) , intelligent synapses to accumulate task-related information (Zenke et al., 2017) , or online variational inference (Nguyen et al., 2017) . Also, Yoon et al. (2018) proposed a dynamically expandable network based on incoming new data. In our work, we introduce 'continual architecture search' by extending the NAS paradigm to avoid catastrophic forgetting via block-sparsity and orthogonality constraints, hence enabling a form of life-long learning (Chen and Liu, 2016) . To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to extend architecture search to a continual incoming-data setup. Elsken et al. (2019) and So et al. (2019) proposed evolutionary architecture search algorithms that dynamically allocate more resources for promising architecture candidates, but these works are different from us in that they do not consider the case where we have continual incoming-data from different data sources, but instead focus on the continual evolution of the model search for efficiency purposes.
Multi-task learning (MTL) is primarily used to improve the generalization performance of a task by leveraging knowledge from related tasks (Caruana, 1998; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Girshick, 2015; Luong et al., 2015; Augenstein et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Oh et al., 2017; Ruder and Plank, 2017) . In similar generalization spirit of multi-task learning, we present multi-task architecture learning based on performance rewards from multiple tasks, so as to find a single cell structure which can generalize well to a new unseen task.
Architecture Search for Text Classification and Generation
In this section, we first discuss how we adapt ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) for modeling our bitext classification and multimodal video captioning tasks. Next, we introduce our continual and multi-task approaches of transfer learning leveraging architecture search.
ENAS Algorithm
Our initial architecture search approach is based on the recent Efficient Neural Architecture Search (ENAS) method of Pham et al. (2018) , but modeled for text classification and generation-based video captioning. Fig. 1 presents the ENAS controller for sampling an RNN cell structure, which we use to learn the two encoders of our text classification model or encoder-decoder for our video captioning model. The controller is a simple LSTM-RNN and the classifier encoder's or video captioning encoder-decoder's RNN cell structure is based on the combination of N nodes indexed by h
N (edges between nodes represent weight parameters) and activation functions (ReLU, tanh, sigmoid, identity), where t denotes the time step. For node h (t) 1 , there are two inputs: x (t) (input signal) and h (t−1) N (output from previous time-step), and the node computations are:
where f 1 is the activation function. Node h l , where l ∈ {2, 3, .., N }, receives input from node j l where j l ∈ {h 1 , h 2 , .., h l−1 }, and the computation is defined as follows: 
During training, we alternately train the model parameters and controller parameters. First, we sample a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure from the controller at every mini-batch and use it to update the weight parameters of the task's RNN nodes/parameters. Next, we sample a DAG from the controller and measure the (validation) performance of that structure based on this new updated state of the task model, and use this performance as a reward to allow the controller to update its own parameters. We repeat this alternate training procedure until the model converges. Later, we select the DAG structure with the best performance and use it to retrain the model from scratch.
ENAS for Bi-Text Classification
For our NLI text classification tasks, we are given the sentence pair as input, and we have to classify it as entailment or not. For a strong base model, we follow Conneau et al. (2017) model, and use bidirectional LSTM-RNN encoders to encode both the sentences and then we do max-pooling on the outputs from these encoders. Let v represent the maxpooling output from the first sentence encoder and u represent the max-pooling output from the second sentence encoding. The joint representation h is defined as h = [u; v; |u − v|; u v]. The final representation is linearly projected to the label classes, and then fed through softmax to get the final class distribution. Fig. 1a presents an overview of our text classification model along with ENAS controller for sampling an RNN cell structure. We sample an RNN cell structure from the ENAS controller and use it in the two recurrent encoders of the bi-text classification model. In the first stage, we learn the best cell structure, by sampling multiple cell structures and giving the corresponding validation accuracy as the feedback reward to the controller. In the second stage, we use the best cell structure from the stage-1 to retrain the text classification model from scratch.
ENAS for Conditioned Generation
Next, we go beyond text classification, and look at conditioned text generation with ENAS, where we choose the task of video-conditioned text generation (also known as video captioning) so as to also bring in a multi-modality aspect. For a strong baseline, we use a sequence-to-sequence model with an attention mechanism similar to Pasunuru and Bansal (2017a), where we encode the video frames as a sequence into a bidirectional LSTM-RNN and decode the caption through another LSTM-RNN (see Fig. 1b ). Our attention mechanism is similar to Bahdanau et al. (2015) , where at each time step t of the decoder, the LSTM hidden state s t is a non-linear function of previous time step's decoder hidden state s t−1 and generated word w t−1 , and the context vector c t which is a weighted combination of the encoder hidden states {h i }. These weights α t , are defined as:
The attention function Fig. 1b presents our video captioning model along with ENAS controller. Here, we sample an RNN cell structure from the ENAS controller and use it for both encoder and decoder, and rest of the ENAS procedure is similar to Sec. 3.2.
Continual Architecture Search (CAS)
We introduce a novel continual learning paradigm on top of architecture search, where the RNN cell structure evolves when trained on new incoming data/domains, while maintaining the performance on previously learned data/domains (via our block-sparsity and orthogonality conditions discussed below), thus enabling life-long learning (Chen and Liu, 2016) . Let θ 1,k ∈ θ 1 and θ 2,k ∈ θ 2 (where k denotes model parameters) be the learned model parameters for task T when independently trained on datasets d 1 and d 2 . Then, we can say that θ 2,k = θ 1,k + ψ 2,k , where, ψ 2,k is the change in the model parameters of θ 1,k when trained independently on d 2 . There are infinitely many possible local optimal solutions for ψ 2,k , hence in our continual learning approach, we want to learn the parameters ψ 2,k when training on dataset d 2 such that it will not affect the performance of the task w.r.t. dataset d 1 . For this, we formulate two important conditions:
Condition 1 When training the model on dataset d 1 , we constrain the model parameters θ 1,k ∈ R m×n to be sparse, specifically, to be block
Here, || · || 2 represents the l 2 norm and || · || 1 represents the l 1 norm. l 2 and l 1 norms are efficient in avoiding over-fitting; however, they are not useful for compact representation of the network. Scardapane et al. (2017) proposed group sparsity in the neural networks to completely disconnect some neurons. Our block sparse condition is inspired from their work. This sparsity condition is also useful for our continual learning approach which we discuss in Condition 2.
Condition 2 When training the model on dataset d 2 , we start from θ 1,k , keep it constant, and update ψ 2,k such that:
It is important in the continual learning paradigm that we do not affect the previously learned knowledge. As stated in Condition 1, we find a block sparse solution θ 1,k such that we find the solution θ 2,k which is close to θ 1,k and the new knowledge is projected in orthogonal direction via ψ 2,k so that it will not affect the previously learned knowledge, and thus 'maintain' the performance on previously learned datasets. We constrain the closeness of θ 2,k and θ 1,k by constraining ψ 2,k to also be block sparse (Condition 2.1). Also, to avoid affecting previously learned knowledge, we constrain θ 1,k and ψ 2,k to be orthogonal (Condition 2.2). However, strictly imposing this condition into the objective function is not feasible (Bousmalis et al., 2016) , hence we add a penalizing term into the objective function as an approximation to the orthogonality condition: L p (θ 2,k ) = ||θ T 1,k · ψ 2,k || 2 2 . Both Condition 2.1 and 2.2 are mutually dependent, because for two matrices' product to be zero, they share basis vectors between them, i.e., for an n-dimensional space, there are n basis vectors and if p of those vectors are assigned to one matrix, then the rest of the n − p vectors (or subset) should be assigned to the other matrix. 2 If we fill the rest of the rows with zeros, then they are block sparse, which is the reason for using Condition 2.1. Our CAS condition ablation (see Sec. 7.1) shows that both these conditions are necessary for continual learning.
Next, we describe the integration of our above continual learning approach with architecture search, where the model continually evolves its cell architecture so as to perform well on the new incoming data, while also tightly maintaining the performance on previously learned data (or domains). Fig. 2 presents an overview of our continual learning integration approach into architecture search for sequential training on three datasets. Initially, given the dataset d 1 , we train the architecture search model to find the best Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure for RNN cell and model parameters θ 1,k under the block sparse condition described above in Sec. 4. We call this step-1, corresponding to dataset d 1 . Next, when we have a new dataset d 2 from a different domain, we further continue to find the best DAG and model parameters θ 2,k for best performance on d 2 , but initialized the parameters with step-1's parameters θ 1,k , and then trained on dataset d 2 following Condition 2 (discussed in Sec. 4). We call this 2 Note that it is not necessary for the matrix to contain all of the n − p basis vectors, if the matrix rank is less than n, then it may have less than n − p basis vectors. Figure 3: Multi-task cell structure learning using joint rewards from n datasets.
Controller
step-2, corresponding to dataset d 2 . After the end of step-2 training procedure, for re-evaluating the model's performance back on dataset d 1 , we still use the final learned model parameters θ 2,k , but with the learned DAG from step-1. 3 This is because we cannot use the old step-1 model parameters θ 1,k since we assume that those model parameters are not accessible now (assumption for continual learning with large incoming data streams and memory limit for saving large parameter sets).
Multi-Task Architecture Search (MAS)
In some situations of transfer learning, we are given multiple tasks at once instead of sequentially. In such a scenario, when we train architecture search model on these multiple tasks separately, we get different cell structures on each task which overfit to that task and are not well generalizable. So, instead, we should learn a common cell for multiple tasks which should generalize better to an unseen task. Also, the standard non-architecture search based LSTM-RNN cell performs well across different tasks which shows enough evidence that there exist such architectures that work well across different tasks.
Hence, in our work, we aim to follow a datadriven route to find even better generalizable architectures that perform better than the traditional LSTM-RNN cell, via our multi-task architecture search (MAS) approach, described below.
To learn a cell architecture on a task, we provide the performance of the sampled cell structure on the validation set of the given task as reward to the controller. However, our aim is to find a generalizable cell structure which jointly performs well across different tasks/datasets {d 1 , d 2 , .., d n }. Hence, during the architecture search training, the joint reward to the controller is a combination of the performance scores of the sampled cell structure on the validation set of all the available/candidate tasks, which is defined as r c = 1 n n i=1 r i , where reward r i comes from the validation performance on task/dataset d i . Next, for fair generalizability comparison of this multi-task cell structure with other individual task-learned cell structures, we choose a new unseen task which is different from the current candidate tasks and show that the multi-task cell performs better on this unseen task than all task-related cell structures (as well as a non-ENAS LSTM cell).
6 Experimental Setup
Text Classification Datasets
We choose the natural inference datasets of QNLI, RTE, and WNLI from the GLUE benchmark to perform experiments for multi-task cell structure and continual architecture search. We use the standard splits provided by . QNLI Dataset: Question-Answering Natural Language Inference (QNLI) is extracted from the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , where they created sentence pair classification task by forming a pair between each question and the corresponding sentence containing the answer. Hence the task is to find whether the given sentence context contains the answer for the given question. In this dataset, we use the standard splits, i.e., 108k examples for training, 5.7k for validation, and 5.7k for testing. RTE Dataset: Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) is collected from a series of annual challenges on the task of textual entailment. This dataset spans the news and Wikipedia text. Here, the task is to predict whether the sentence pair is entailment or not. In this dataset, we use the stan-dard splits, i.e., 2.5k examples for training, 276 for validation, and 3k for testing. WNLI Dataset: Winograd Natural Language Inference (WNLI) is extracted from the dataset of Winograd Schema Challenge for reading comprehension task. Original dataset is converted into a sentence pair classification task by replacing the ambiguous pronoun with each possible referent, where the task is to predict if the sentence with the substituted pronoun is entailed by the original sentence. We use 634 examples for training, 71 for validation, and 146 for testing.
Video Captioning Datasets
For the conditioned-generation paradigm, we use three popular multimodal video captioning datasets: MSR-VTT, MSVD, and DiDeMo to perform experiments for continual architecture search and multi-task architecture search. MSR-VTT Dataset: MSR-VTT is a collection of 10, 000 short videos clips collected from a commercial search engine covering 41.2 hours of video and annotated through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Each video clip has 20 human annotated captions. We used the standard splits following previous work, i.e., 6, 513 video clips as training set, 497 as validation set, and 2, 990 as test set. MSVD Dataset: Microsoft Video Description Corpus (MSVD) is a collection of 1970 short video clips collected in the wild and annotated through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) in different languages. In this work, we use only English language annotations. Each video clip on an average is 10 seconds in length and approximately 40 annotations. We use the standard splits following previous work, i.e., 1, 200 video clips as training set, 100 as validation set, and 670 as test set. DiDeMo Dataset: Distinct Describable Moments (DiDeMo) is traditionally a video localization task w.r.t. given description query (Hendricks et al., 2017) . In this work, we use it as a video description task where given the video as input we have to generate the caption. We use the standard splits as provided by Hendricks et al. (2017) .
Evaluation
For GLUE tasks, we use accuracy as an evaluation metric following the previous work . For video captioning tasks, we report four diverse automatic evaluation metrics: METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) , CIDEr , BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) , and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) . We use the standard evaluation code (Chen et al., 2015) to obtain these scores for our generated captions w.r.t. the reference captions.
Training Details
In all our experiments, our hyperparameter choices are based on validation set accuracy for GLUE tasks and an average of the four automatic evaluation metrics (METEOR, CIDEr, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L) for video captioning tasks. We use same settings for both normal and architecture search models, unless otherwise specified. More details in appendix.
Results and Analysis

Continual Learning on GLUE Tasks
Baseline Models: We use bidirectional LSTM-RNN encoders with max-pooling (Conneau et al., 2017) as our baseline. 4 Further, we used the ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) as input to the encoders, where we allowed to train the weights on each layer of ELMo to get a final representation. Table 1 shows that our baseline models achieve strong results when compared with GLUE benchmark baselines . 5 On top of these strong baselines, we add ENAS approach. ENAS Models: Next, Table 1 shows that our ENAS models (for all three tasks QNLI, RTE, WNLI) perform better or equal than the nonarchitecture search based models. 6 Note that we only replace the LSTM-RNN cell with our ENAS cell, rest of the model architecture in ENAS model is same as our baseline model. 7 4 We also tried various other models e.g., self-attention and cross-attention, but we found that the max-pooling approach performed best on these datasets. 5 We only report single-task (and not 9-task multi-task) results from the GLUE benchmark for fair comparison to our models (even for our multi-task-cell learning experiments in Sec. 7.3, the controller uses rewards from two datasets but the primary task is then trained only on its own data). 6 On validation set, our QNLI ENAS model is statistically significantly better than the corresponding baseline with p < 0.01, and statistically equal on RTE and WNLI (where the validations sets are very small), based on the bootstrap test (Noreen, 1989; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) with 100K samples. Since the test set is hidden, we are not able to calculate the statistical significance on it. 7 Note that ENAS random search baseline vs. optimal search validation performance on QNLI, RTE, and WNLI are 73.3 (vs. 74.8), 58.8 (vs. 60.3), and 54.0 (vs. 55.6), respectively, suggesting that the learned optimal cell structure is better than the random cell structure. CAS Models: Next, we apply our continual architecture search (CAS) approach on QNLI, RTE, and WNLI, where we sequentially allow the model to learn QNLI, RTE, and WNLI (in the order of decreasing dataset size, following standard transfer setup practice) and the results are as shown in Table 1 . We train on QNLI task, RTE task, and WNLI task in step-1, step-2, and step-3, respectively. We observe that even though we learn the models sequentially, we are able to maintain performance on the previously-learned QNLI task in step-2 (74.1 vs. 74.2 on validation set which is statistically equal, and 73.6 vs. 73.8 on test). 8 Note that if we remove our sparsity and orthogonality conditions (Sec. 4), the step-2 QNLI performance drops from 74.1 to 69.1 on validation set, demonstrating the importance of our conditions for CAS (see next paragraph on 'CAS Condition Ablation' for more details). Next, we observe a similar pattern when we extend CAS to the WNLI dataset (see step-3 in Table 1) , i.e, we are still able to maintain the performance on QNLI (as well as RTE now) from step-2 to step-3 (scores are statistically equal on validation set). 9 Further, if we compare the performance of QNLI from step-1 to step-3, we see that they are also stat. equal on val set (73.9 vs. 74.2). This shows that our CAS method can maintain the performance of a task in a continual learning setting with several steps. CAS Condition Ablation: We also performed important ablation experiments to understand the 8 Note that there is a small drop in QNLI performance for CAS Step-1 vs. ENAS (74.5 vs. 73.8) ; however, this is not true across all experiments, e.g., in case of RTE, CAS Step-1 is in fact better than its corresponding ENAS model (ENAS: 52.9 vs. CAS Step-1: 53.8). 9 On validation set, QNLI step-3 vs. step-2 performance is 73.9 vs. 74.1, which is stat. equal. Similarly, on RTE, step-3 vs. step-2 performance is 61.0 vs. 60.6 on validation set, which is again statistically equal. importance of our block sparsity and orthogonality conditions in the CAS approach (as discussed in Sec. 4). Table 2 presents the ablation results of QNLI in step-2 with CAS conditions. Our full model (with both Condition 2.1 and 2.2) achieves a validation performance of 74.1. Next, we separately experimented with each of Condition 2.1 and 2.2 and observe that using only one condition at a time is not able to maintain the performance w.r.t. step-1 QNLI performance (the decrease in score is statistically significant), suggesting that both of these two conditions are important for our CAS approach to work. Further, we remove both conditions and observe that the performance drops to 69.1. Finally, we also replaced the QNLI cell structure with the RTE cell structure along with removing both conditions and the performance further drops to 54.1. This shows that using the cell structure of the actual task is important. 
Continual Learning on Video Captioning
Baselines Models: Our baseline is a sequence-tosequence model with attention mechanism as described in Sec. 3.3. We achieve comparable results w.r.t. SotA (see Table 3 ), hence serving as a good starting point for the ENAS approach. ENAS Models: Table 3 also shows that our ENAS models (MSR-VTT, MSVD) perform equal/better than non-architecture search based models. 10 CAS Models: Next, we apply our continual architecture search (CAS) approach on MSR-VTT and MSVD, where we sequentially allow the model to learn MSR-VTT first and then MSVD, and the results are as shown in Table 3 . We observe that even though we learn the models se-10 Note that ENAS random search performance on MSR-VTT test set is C:43.3, B:37.0, R:58.7, M:27.3, AVG: 41.6; and on MSVD test set is C:83.7, B:47.4, R:71.1, M:33.6, AVG: 59.0, suggesting that these are lower than the learned optimal cell structures' performances shown in Table 3. quentially, we are able to maintain performance on the previously-learned MSR-VTT task in step-2, while also achieving greater-or-equal performance on the current task of MSVD in comparison with the general ENAS approach. 11 Human Evaluation: We also performed human comparison of our CAS step-1 vs. step-2 via Amazon MTurk (100 anonymized test samples, Likert 1-5 scale). This gave an overall score of 3.62 for CAS step-1 model vs. 3.55 for CAS step-2, which are very close (statistically insignificant with p = 0.32), again showing that CAS step-2 is able to maintain performance w.r.t. CAS step-1.
Multi-Task Cell Learning on GLUE
In these experiments, we first find the best ENAS cell structures for the individual QNLI and WNLI tasks, and use these for training the RTE task. Next, we find a joint cell structure by training ENAS via joint rewards from both QNLI and WNLI datasets. Later, we use this single 'multitask' cell to train the RTE task, and the results are as shown in Table 4 (GLUE test results). We also include the LSTM cell and RTE-ENAS cell results for fair comparison. It is clear that the multi-task cell performs better than the single-task cells. 12 This shows that a cell learned on multiple tasks is more generalizable to other tasks.
Multi-Task Cell on Video Captioning
In these experiments, we first find the best ENAS cell structures for the individual MSR-VTT and MSVD tasks, and use these cell structures for training the DiDeMo task. Next, we find a single cell structure by training ENAS on both MSR-VTT and MSVD datasets jointly. Later, we use this single cell (we call it multi-task cell) to train the DiDeMo task, and the results are as shown in Table 5 . It is clear that the multi-task cell performs better than other cell structures, where the multi-task cell performance is comparable w.r.t. the DiDeMo-ENAS cell and better than the other single-task and LSTM cell structures. This shows that a cell learned on multiple tasks is more generalizable to other tasks. Human Evaluation: We performed a similar human study as Sec. 7.2, and got Likert scores of 2.94 for multi-task cell vs. 2.81 for LSTM cell, which suggests that the multi-task cell is more generalizable than the standard LSTM cell.
Analysis
Evolved Cell Structure with CAS Fig. 4 presents the cell structure in each step for the CAS approach, where we sequentially train QNLI, RTE, and WNLI tasks. Overall, we observe that the cell structures in CAS preserve the properties of certain edges while creating new edges for new capabilities. We notice that the cell structure in step-1 and step-2 share some common edges and activation functions (e.g., inputs to node 0) along with some new edge connections in step-2 (e.g., node 1 to node 3). Further, we observe that the step-3 cell uses some common edges w.r.t. the step-2 cell, but uses different activation functions, e.g., edge between node 0 and node 1 is the same, but the activation function is different. This shows that those edges are learning weights which are stable w.r.t. change in the activation functions.
Multi-Task Cell Structure Fig. 5 presents our multi-task MAS cell structure (with joint rewards from QNLI and WNLI), versus the RTE-ENAS (c)
Step-3 Figure 4 : Learned cell structures for step-1, step-2, and step-3 of continual architecture search for GLUE tasks. cell structure. We observe that the MAS cell is relatively less complex, i.e., uses several identity functions and very few activation functions in its structure vs. the RTE cell. This shows that the individual-task-optimized cell structures are complex and over-specialized to that task, whereas our multi-task cell structures are simpler for generalizability to new unseen tasks.
Conclusion
We first presented an architecture search approach for text classification and video caption generation tasks. Next, we introduced a novel paradigm of transfer learning by combining architecture search with continual learning to avoid catastrophic forgetting. We also explore multi-task cell learning for generalizability.
